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Abstract- How rapidly a small virus destroying our
world which is full of facilities and latest
technologies.
I.

Honorable Prime Minister of India Shri Narendra
Modi also directly communicates with the public and
give instructions and information related to corona
virus.

INTRODUCTION

Corona or COVID-19? What is this? From where it
came? How it effect people that the whole world is
suffering from this particular disease? and no one has
the satisfactory answer like how did this danger
disease takes birth and what is the effecting medicine
for this? when the whole world is facing hazardous
economic changes, taking precautions to save their
country from COVID-19 even the superpowers don't
have proper medication for this.
II.

Diagram: - 1.2

ELABORATIVE APPROACH

CONCLUSION

Diagram: - 1.1
On the other hand, China also start doing business of
selling mask to other countries along with recovering.
Some questions are arising like how china recover so
fast from COVID-19 while other superpowers,
developed and developing countries still are unable to
reduce its hazardous effects. America, Italy all these
were hub of tourist place but now they are just
helplessly watching their cities destroying.
Now when China is slowly start recovering from
corona, here in India complete lockdown has taken
place for 21 days. This lockdown is not here in India
only but it scattered worldwide. After G-20 summit
IMF is ready to doubled his sanction amount of loan.
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Government are taking all precautionary steps and also
sanctions massive budgets for their countries. Corona
proves that although you are a superpower and have
weapons that are capable to destroy the whole world
but still if humans are creating mess with nature then
even now nature is itself powerful to destroy humans
with this small virus which is having very common
symptoms like cold and cough.
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